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Introduction

In this introduction I will take the opportunity to express my thanks

to prof. ir. A. Heetman, who allowed me to graduate in his group.

I also want to thank all the members of the staff who helped me to

solve the problems I met.

Especially I want to thank ing. J.A. Greefkes, ir. G.M.J. Havermans

and ing. F.A. Venmans my advisors in this project.

The description of this project is:

Design a four-dimensional switching ne~ork.

It has to be a space-time, four-stage equivalent switching network.

The network has to be used for analogue as well as digital signals.

Take into consideration the connection of 32 local exchanges to one

ma&n exchange and the use of four-wire subscriber sets.

A working model has to be constructed, tested and demonstrated.

The theory of the network is described by J.A. GREEFKES (19?5).

Before I started this project preliminary work had been made by mr.

W. Janssen who developed the subscriber set (report nr. ECB 625),

mr. M. van de Meerendonk who made a routing memory with shift registers

(report nr. ECB 630) and myself. I made some research about the control

of the network (report nr. ECB 628).

Thanks again to mr. Greefkes who gave me the opportunity to present a

paper about my graduation project at the EUROCON '?? in Venice.
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O. Summary

The exchange described in this report Is an all-electronic, four

stage, non-blocking exchange operating In Tlme-Space-Time multiplex.

The network in this exchange can be used for analogue signals as

well as digital signals, because the cross-talk occuring at the

crosspoints is reduced considerably.

The network is I'real-time" because there is no storage of speech

information.

The maximum speed of switching the crosspoints is relatively low.

The subscriber-loop-supervision needs nearly no extra equipment.

The number of switches per subscriber comes very close to 2; the

theoretical minimum.

In the first experiment the subscriber service is kept minimal,

future expansions are mentioned.

The subscriber set is a four-wire, current-source, touch-dial set.

The control of the network is carried out by micro-processors.

The whole network can service 3200 " rea l" subscribers.
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1. The Network

A three-dimensional representation of the network is shown in

figure 1. The crosspoints in this network are indicated by dots.

They are switched in k time slots. The total of k time slots is

called a frame. The result is a four-dimensional network switched in

time: lime-Qivision-~ultiplex,and in space: ~pace-Qivision-~ultiplex.

We can divide this network into four stages:

- The first stage is switched in TOM. Here n inputl ines are concen

trated into one bus-bar in the X-direction, they are switched in

k = 2n time slots. Only half the number of time slots is allotted

for transmission in order to make the network non-blocking, C.CLOS

(1953, 1967). For m bus-bars with each n inputl ines the number of

switches needed in this stage is m.n.

- The second stage is switched in TOM as well as SOM. In this stage

each bus-bar in the X-direction has access to p bus-bars in the

V-direction for to k time slots separately. Because there are

m bus-bars in the X-direction the number of switches in this stage

is m.p.

The third stage is also switched in TOM and SOM. Each bus-bar in

the V-direction has access to q bus-bars in the Z-direction, also

for 1 to k time slots separately. With m.p bus-bars in the Y-direc

tion the number of switches in this stage is m.p.q.

- The fourth stage is again switched in TOM. Here each bus-bar in

the Z-direction is expanded into n outputl ines. For m bus-bars the

number of switches needed here Is m.n.

This network has the advantage that cross-talk occuring at the cross

points can be reduced considerably. This is achieved by grounding the

bus-bars in the V-direction during idle time slots. Grounding is

disconnected during the time a bar is selected for transmission. The

number of switches needed for grounding is m.p.

The total number of switches in the network is now:C = 2mn + 2mp + mpq

In figure 1 we see that p.q = m is chosen. The problem now is to find

a solution making the number of switches minimal and reducing the

cross-talk occuring at the crosspoints. This problem occurs only in

the second and third stage of the network. Reducing the number of

switches needed means minimizing mpq + 2mp = m2 + 2mp (for pq = m),

thus minimizing p.
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Because cross-talk occurs at the crosspoints connecting the bus-bars

in the V-direction to the bus-bars in the Z-direction, a reduction is

achieved by minimizing q. This means maximizing the number of

in the V-direction or maximizing p. An optimum is found for p

The number of switches in the network is now: C = 2mn + 2m 1!
kIn order to keep the whole network non-blocking have taken m = n = i.

On the other hand all subscribers are not talking at the same moment,

so a reductionfactor r can be introduced in the first and fourth stage

of the network: n = m.r.

The total number of switches needed in the network is now:

C = 2m2r + 2m1! + m2

2The total number of subscribers is m r, so the number of switches per

subscriber is now:
1

C' = 2 + 2/(m~r) + l/r

For m and r large enough this number comes close to the theoretical

minimum of 2.
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2. The Real isation

2. 1. Introd uc t ion

In order to keep the network and the con~rol simple the construction

of the system is as modular as possible.

Figure 2 gives an impression of the structure of the exchange.

A division in m local exchanges and one main exchange can be made.

Only one local exchange is shown in figure 2.

In the local exchanges we have only concentration and expansion, so

there we find the first and fourth stage of the switching network.

In the exchange that is build a matrix of 32~ x 32! x 32 is used.

According to chapter 1. we have now: m = 32 and p = q = 32!.

In fact I have taken p = q = 6 and J did not use some of the outputs.

With a reductionfactor r = 4 the number of subscribers per local

exchange is 128. Only 100 Ilrealll subscribers are connected to the

network and it is poss i b1e to connect 28 'idummy'l subscr i bers (see

section 2.4.).

Now a subscriber-number consists of four ciphers: the first two for

the local exchange number and the last two for the subscriber number

in that exchange.

The total number of subscribers that can be connected to this network

is: 3200.

The number of time slots to be used is: k = 2m = 64.

2.2. Modulation and demodulation

In the analogue system no extra circuitry is needed for fulse-~mpli

tude-Modulation because the TOM switches in the first stage achieve

this, so only low-pass filters are needed.

The demodulation is accomplished by a low-pass filter. An amplifier

is used to compensate the loss due to this filtering. The loss is

equal to: the. frame frequency see appendix
the time slot frequency

In order to keep the low-pass filters simple a sampling frequency of

16 kHz is used. This frequency is the frame frequency. Since there

are 64 time slots per frame, the time slot frequency will be 1024 kHz.
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2.3. The subscriber set

The subscriber set is a four-wire, current-source, touch-dial set.

The current sourcing is chosen because of the fact that then there is

no influence of the cable length between subscriber and exchange.

To avoid transformers I used four-wire connections.

On the moment two local exchanges are build. For experiment they are

equipped each with a different type of diall ing. One type is using

tone-dialling, with the conventional matrix of 3 x 4 push buttons.

Dialling means choosing two tones out of seven. The other type is

using current-dialling, this means that every cipher on the key-board

has its own specific current.

Each key-board has a current-source output.

The microphone is not a coal-microphone but a dynamic-telephone

together with an amplifier with current-source output.

The telephone-circuit takes care of the correct matching to the line

impedance.

The bell-circuit is made thus that in stead of the normal AC signal

a pulse activates the bell-circuit.

The whole circuitry in the set consumes during ringing 25 rnA and

during a call 10 rnA. A block diagram of the set together with the

dial functions is shown in figure 3.

2.4. The dummy subscriber

For f~rther simplicity the subscriber servicing is carried out by

dummy subscribers. By subscriber servicing I mean:

- The several tones: dial tones, ringing tone, busy tone, congestion

tone, information tone, bell signal.

The circuitry to make these tones is shown in figure 4.

- The dial-information-receiver. There are two types: one for the

tone dialling and one for the current dialling, see figure 5.
- The scanner. This circuit takes care of the on-hook / off-hook

detection. See figure 6 for the circuit.

- The synchronisation unit. This circuit recovers the time slot

frequency and the frame frequency, thus compensating the delay-time

between the main exchange and the local exchange.

- The circuitry needed for the exchange of information between the

processors of the local and main exchange.
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The last two circuits are not build yet because in the experiment the

two local exchanges are placed close to the main exchange. In this

case the exchanges use the same clock and the exchange of Information

takes place directly between the processors.

2.5. The crosspoint switches

As crosspoint switches N-channel MOSFET's are used. They have a

typical switching speed of 600 psec. The on-resistance is nearly

30 Ohm (in the latest developments less then 1 Ohm) and the off

resistance is more than 10 12 Ohm. It is also possible to use the

switches in both directions.

Three groups of eight switches are placed on one printed-circuit

board. On the boards special soldering switches are used in order

to modify the circuits so that they can be used in every stage of

the network, see figure 7.

2.6. The routing memories

The crosspoint switches are controlled by routing memories. In figure

2 I used the symbol I~ I for a routing memory. The data in the

memories is selected cyclical.

Here the routing memories consist of a RAM of which the address repre

sents the time slot number and the data represents the number of the

switch activated during that specific time slot. In the memories

used, there are k = 64 addresses and one cycle of the memory is equal

to one frame. The correct data is written into the memories by the

micro-processor.

In figure 8 you find a block diagram of the routing memory.

The updating of the memories occurs as follows:

First the time slot number and the switah number are presented at the

input and then the processor makes a demand for updating: the ready

signal is reset. Then the memory waits until the moment that the time

slot number of the demand is equal to the current time slot number.

Now the routing memory is updated and the processor is informed by

setting the ready signal. This means that there is a hand-shake

between processor and routing memory.
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This method is chosen because the access-time of the used RAM's is

about half a time slot.

It means that the maximum time needed for updating in this way is

equal to k time slots or 62.5 ~sec (minimall time slot or 1 ~sec).

Until now the chosen method proved to be sufficient.

Another method is: using faster memories, with separate input and

output, because then the updating occurs right after the demand, the

maximum time is then 1 ~sec.

2.7. The time-factory

This circuitry takes care of the generation of the proper time slot

numbers and frames.

In figure 2 I used the symbol [g.'v.:'. .
• I •

for the time-factory.

In the main exchange the master clock is a crystal controlled

oscillator.

In the local exchange the time slot frequency and the frame frequency

are recovered by the synchronisation unit. A fixed time slot is used

for the frame synchronisation. As mentioned before in section 2.4.

this unit is not build yet, so I used the same clock in the whole

network and I used the clear input of the counters for the frame

synchronisation.

Figure 9 gives an idea of the circuitry needed.

In the local exchange the time-factory also takes care of the genera

tion of the proper times for scanning, dial-information-receiving and

timing control (also shown in figure 9).
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3. The Processor Tasks

3.1. Introduction

The control of the exchange is carried out by micro-processors.

I used the INTEL MCS-8 micro-processors; the 8008 in the local

exchanges and the 8080 in the main exchange. In future applications

the 8008's will be replaced by 8080's. Until now the 8008 proved to

be fast enough to handle the control of a local exchange.

For the 8008 system exists an assembler program on the IBM-360 com

puter in the group where I graduated. The software of the 8080 could

be written in PASCAL because the IBM-360 is also provided with a

PASCAL-compiler for the 8080 system.

The micro-processor systems were available in the group. I only had

to make the software and I had to take care of the correct connection

to the interface of the network.

Now I could put all my attention on the structure of the programs.

Structured programs give an addition to the simplicity of the

exchange, because then it is easy to get a general idea of a program

and it is also easy to make additions to the program.

Before I discuss the programs I will give you a table containing the

different states and appropriate signals of the subscribers.

representation

in the program

onhook

cgnone

cgdlhi

cgd 11 0

cginfo

cgring

cgcong

cgbusy

cldsub

tlksub

notcon

subscriber

states

on hook

ca 11 i ng
subscriber

ca 11 ed
subscriber
ta" ki ng
subscriber
not connected
subscriber

appropriate

signals

none

none (subscriber is dialling)

dial tone high

dial tone low

information tone

ringing tone

congestion tone

busy tone

be II signa 1

none

none
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3.2. The tasks in the local exchange

When the processor is started up there is in the first place the

initialisation of the system:

- First the strobe to the switches is disabled (see figure 9).
- Then the administration is set to the proper value, as there are:

= the time for scanning (every 128 msec)

= the time for receiving dial-information (every 16 msec)

= the time for timing control (every 1 sec)

= the number of time slots that are used for transmission

= the number of dial-information-receivers that is in use

= the number of the subscriber who is updated last

= the timing control table; who is to be controlled at what time

= the time slot table; which time slQt is used by whom

= The dial-information-receiver table; receiver free/occupied,the

last dialled cipher, the number of ciphers dialled already, the

number that is dialled

= the subscriber table; the old scan info, the new scan info, the

subscriber state (incl. signalling), the used time slot

The next step is to find out if the power in the exchange is on.

- If this is so then the routing memories are filled with the proper

information.

Finally the strobe to the switches is enabled.

After this initialisation the main program is started.

The programming language I will use here does not exist, but I hope

it is understandable.

In the main

IFMX

SCAN

DIR

TICON

ONHOOK

CALLI NG

CALLED

TALKING

program I use the following procedure calls:

information from main exchange

scanning of the hook condition (on-hook / off-hook)

dial-information-receiving

timing control

subscriber states
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Other procedure calls I will make in the program are:

ITRM

SSTMX

DITMX

REPEAT

information to routing memory

subscriber state to main exchange

dial information to main exchange

request for repetition to main exchange

The main program:

START

begin if there is information from the main exchange then )FMX;

else begin if time for scanning subscribers then SCAN;

else begin if time for dial-info-receiving then DIR;

else begin if time for timing control then TICON;

else begin fetch nr. last updated subscr.;

increase nr. subscr.;

fetch old scan info;

fetch new scan info;

if old scan info ~ new scan info t~n

begin old scan info := new scan info;

fetch subscr. state;

mask signalling;

case subscr. state of

onhook : ONHOOK;

cgnone CALLING;

cgdlhi CALLING;

cgd 110 CALLING;

cgirifo CALLING;

cgring CALLING;

cgcong CALLING;

cgbusy CALLING;

cldsub CALLED;

tlksub TALKING;

end

end

end

end

end

goto START;

end (START)

-0-0-
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The procedure SCAN takes care of the scanning of all subscribers.

A fixed time slot is used for this purpose. In the initialisation

this time slot is already appointed to the scanner. The procedure

has only to connect the subscriber to the scanner and scan the hook

condition of this subscriber. It was necessary to split the procedure

into two cycles because scanning all subscribers at once will take

more than 16 msec. for the SODS-processor. This would mean that one

cycle of dial-information-receiving is neglected.

procedure SCAN

begin if time for scanning first group of subsribers then

begin for subscriber nr. = 0~ 1 until 49 do SCANNING;

end

else begin for subscriber nr. = 50 stee 1 until 99 do SCANNING;

end

procedure SCANNING

begin send subscriber nr. to routing memory;

receive scan info from scanner;

new scan info .- received scan info;

end (SCANNING);

end (SCAN)

-0-0-

The procedure DIR gets the dial-information from the used receivers

and processes this information. This information can be a cipher

(0 until 9) or a dial! ing pause. There always must be a diall ing

pause between two dialled ciphers, otherwise a mistake is detected.

The diall ing is considered to be completed after four ciphers.

The first two ciphers determine the called exchange and the last

two the called subscriber in that exchange.

procedure DIR

begin for receiver = 1 step 1 until 6 do

begin if receiver = in use then

begin receive information;

if information = cipher then

begin set timing control; /* 5 seconds for next cipher */

if last information = dialling pause the~
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begin if first cipher then begin subscr. state .- cgnone;

ITRM; SSTMX;

end

compose dialled number;

increase nr. of dialled ciphers;

if nr. of dialled ciphers = 4 then begin DITMX;

stop timing control;

receiver .- free;

end

end

else begin subscr. state .- cgbusy;

ITRM; SSTMX;

receiver .- free;

end

end

end

end

end (DIR)

-0-0-

The timing control procedure TICON takes care that no dial-information

receiver and/or time slot is occupied too long. A subscriber has 10

seconds for dialling the first cipher and 5 seconds for every next

cipher. After dialling he has 1 minute ringing tone.

procedure TICON

begin for subscriber nr. = 0 step 1 until 99 do

begin if current time = maximum time then

begin subscr. state := cgbusy;

ITRM; SSTMX;

end

end

end (TICON)

-0-0-

The procedure ONHOOK is called when the old scan info is on-hook and

the new scan info is off-hook while the old subscr. state is onhook.

This procedure allots, if available, a free time slot and a free dial

information-receiver to the subscriber.
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procedure ONHOOK

begin if nr. of time slots in use = 32 then

begin subscr. state := cgcong;

SSTMX;

end

else begin search free time slot;

time slot := occupied;

increase nr. of time slots in use;

if nr. of dial-info-receivers in use = 6 then

begin subscr. state .- cgcongj

ITRM; SSTMXj

end

else begin search free dial-info-receiver;

dial-info-receiver := occupied;

ITRM; /* connect dial-info-receiver to subscr. */

nr. of ciphers chosen := 0;

last chosen cipher := dialling pause;

chosen number := 0000;

set timing control; /* 10 sec. for first cipher */

subscr. state .- cgdlhi;

ITRM; SSTMX ;

end

end

end (ONHOOK)

-0-0-

When the new scan info of a subscriber is on-hook and his subscr.

state is call ing the procedure CALLING is called.

If the subscriber is using a dial-info-receiver or calling another

subscriber, these connections are disabled. In every case the sub

scriber himself is disconnected from the network.

procedure CALLING

begin.!.i subscr. state = cgnone or cgd'ihi ~ cgdllo then

begin dial-info-receiver in use := free;

decrease nr. of used dial-info-receivers;

stop timing control;

end

if subscr. state = cgring then stop timing control;
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subscr. state := onhook;

time slot in use := free;

decrease nr. of time slots in use;

ITRM; SSTMX;

end (CALLING)

-0-0-

The procedure CALLED connects the called subscriber in the allotted

time slot to the call ing subscriber, in the case that the new scan

info is off-hook.

procedure CALLED

begin subscr. state .- tlksub;

ITRM; SSTMX;

end (CALLED)

-0-0-

When the new scan info of a subscriber is on-hook and his subscr.

state is talking the procedure TALKING is called.

The subscriber is disconnected from the network.

procedure TALKING

begin subscr. state := onhook;

time slot in use := free;

decrease nr. of time slots in use;

ITRM; SSTMX;

end (TALKING)

-0-0-

Th~ procedure ITRM takes care of the proper updating of the routing

memories. See section 2.6. for more details.

procedure ITRM

begin wait until routing memory is ready;

send subscriber number to routing memory;

send time slot number to routing memory;

send demand for updating to routing memory;

end (I TRM)

-0-0-
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The information from the local exchange is send to the main exchange

in the following sequence:

< label> < subscr. nr. > < first info> < second info>

The procedure SSTMX is called when a change in subscr. state (and/or

signall ing) occurs and has to be send to the main exchange.

procedure SSTMX

begin label := change in subscr. state;

subscr. nr. := subscriber number;

first info := subscr. state;

second info := time slot number; /* that is used */

send to main exchange;

end (SSTMX)

-0-0-

When a subscriber finishes dialling, the dialled information has to

be send to the main exchange for further processing. The procedure

DITMX is called for this purpose.

procedure DITMX

begin label := information of diall ing;

subscr. nr, := subscriber number;

first info := dialled exchange number;

second info := dialled subscriber number;

send to main exchange;

end (DITMX)

-0-0-

The information from the main exchange is received in the local

exchange in the following sequence:

< heading> < nr. subscr. > < info one> < info two>

The procedure IFMX is called when information from the main exchange

has to be received. If the received information is not correct the

procedure sends a request for repetition to the main exchange.

procedure IFMX

begin receive the information;

subscriber number := nr. subscr.;
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new subscr. state := info one;

number time slot := info two; /* number of time slot to be used */

if heading ~ request for repetition from main exchange then

begin case new subscr. state of

onhook : begin if subscr. state = cldsub then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

time slot in use := free;

decrease nr. of time slots in use;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;

cgnone

cgdlhi

cgd 110

cginfo

cg ring

cgcong

REPEAT;

REPEAT;

REPEAT;

begin if subscr. state = cgnone then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;

begin if subscr. state = cgnone then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

time slot in use := free;

time slot nr. := number time slot;

time slot to be used := occupied;

set timing control; /* 1 minute ringing tone */

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;

begin if subscr. state = cgnone then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;
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begin if subscr. state = cgnone then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

notcon

end;

cldsub begin if subscr. state = onhook then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

time slot nr. := number time slot;

time slot to be used .- occupied;

increase nr. of time slots in use;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;

tlksub begin if subscr. state = cgring then

begin subscr. state := new subscr. state;

stop timing control;

ITRM;

end

else REPEAT;

end;

REPEAT;

end

else SSTMX; /* heading was request for repetition */

end (IFMX)

-0-0-

As mentioned before the procedure REPEAT is called when the information

received from the main exchange is not correct.

procedure REPEAT

begin label := request for repetition;

subscr. nr. := subscriber number;

first info := don't care; /* only the subscriber number is needed */

second info := don't care;

send to main exchange;

end (REPEAT)

-0-0-
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3.3. The tasks in the main exchange

The administration in the main exchange contains the following tables:

= the number of. time ~lots used per local exchange table

= the time slot table of every local exchange (free / occupied)

= the subscriber table of every local exchange; containing the

subscr. state (and signalling), the used time slot, the called

exchange, the called subscriber

I wi 11 use here the same Illanguage'l I used for the program in the

local exchange.

After initialisation of the routing memories, the time slot tables

and the subscriber tables the main program is started.

In this program I use the following procedure calls:

DIP dial information processing

CSSP change in subscr. state and/or signalling processing

RPT request for repetition to local exchange

SSTLX subscr. state and/or signalling to local exchange

ITRM information to routing memory

Information from the local exchanges is received in the main exchange

in the following sequence:

< label> < subscr. nr. > < first info> < second info>

The main program:

FOREVER

begin increase nr. of local exchange to be investigated modulo 32;

if there is information from local exchange then

begin receive the information;

if label = information of dialling then DIP;

else begin if label = change in subscr. state then CSSP;

else SSTLX; /* label = request for repetition */

end

end

goto FOREVER;

end

-0-0-
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The procedure DIP is called when the information received from the

local exchanges is dial-information. This procedure takes care of

making the proper connection between calling subscriber and called

subscriber, or gives the calling subscriber the proper tones.

procedure DIP

begin calling exchange := nr. of local exchange to be investigated;

calling subscr ..- subscr. nr.;

called exchange := first info;

called subscr. := second info;

ii called exchange = not existing then

begin cal ling subscr. state := cginfo;

SSTLX;

end

else begin ii all time slots are used in called exchange then

begin call ing subscr. state := cgcong;

SSTLX;

end

else begin ii called subscr. state = notcon then

begin call ing subscr. state .- cginfo;

SSTLX;

end

else begin li called subscr. state ~ onhook then

begin call ing subscr. state .- cgbusy;

SSTLX;

end

else begin search the same free time slot in

both the call ing and the called exchange;

increase nr. of time slots used in the

called exchange;

time slot used in called exch.:= occupied;

call ing subscr. state .- cgring;

SSTLX; ITRM;

called subscr. state .- cldsub;

SSTLX; ITRM;

end
end

end
end

end (DIP)
-0-0-
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When the information received from the local exchange is a change in

subscriber state and/or signall ing, the procedure CSSP is called.

The procedure processes this information according to the old subscr.

state.

procedure CSSP

begin call ing exchange := nr. of local exchange to be investigated;

call ing subscr. := subscr. nr.;

new subscr. state := first info;

time slot used := second info;

case new subscr. state of

onhook: begin if calling subscr. state = tlksub then

begin called subscr. state := cgbusy; SSTLX; ITRM;

calling subscr. state := new subscr. state; ITRM;

decrease nr. of time slots used in calling exchange;

time slot used in calling exchange .- free;

end

else begin if call ing subscr. state = cgring then

begin called subscr. state := onhook; SSTLX; ITRM;

decrease nr. of time slots used in called exch.;

time slot used in called exchange := free;

cal ling subscr. state := new subscr. state; ITRM;

decrease nr. of time slots used in calling exch.;

time slot used in calling exchange .- free;

end

else begin if calling subscr. state = cldsub then

RPT;

else call ing subscr. state .- new subscr. state;

end

end

cgnone

cginfo

cgring

end;

begin if calling subscr. state = cgdlhi or cgdllo then

calling subscr. state := new subscr. state;

else RPT;

end;

RPT;

RPT;
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cgdlhi begin if calling subscr. state = onhook then

begin calling subscr. state := new subscr. state;

increase nr. of time slots used in calling exchange;

time slot used in calling exchange .- occupied;

end

else RPT;

end;

cgdllo begin if calling subscr. state = onhook then

begin calling subscr. state := new subscr. state;

increase nr. of time slots used in calling exchange;

time slot used in calling exchange .- occupied;

end

else RPT;

end;

begin if calling subscr. state = onhook then

begin calling subscr. state := new subscr. state;

increase nr. of time slots used in call ing exchange;

time slot used in calling exchange .- occupied;

end

else RPT;

end;

cgbusy begin if calling subscr. state = cgring then

begin called subscr. state := onhook; SSTLX; ITRM;

decrease nr. of time slots used in called exchange;

time slot used in called exchange := free;

calling subscr. state := new subscr. state; ITRM;

end

else begin if calling subscr. state = cgnone or cgdlhi

or cgdllo then

calling subscr. state := new subscr. state;

else RPT;

end

end;

tlksub begin if call ing subscr. state = cldsub then

begin called subscr. state := tlksub; SSTLX;

call ing subscr. state := new subscr. state;

end

else RPT;

end;
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cldsub RPT;

notcon RPT;

end (CSSP)

-0-0-

The information from the main exchange is send to the local exchange

in the following sequence:

< heading> < nr. subscr. > < info one> < info two>

When the information received from the local exchanges is not correct

the procedure RPT is called. A request for repetition is send to the

local exchange.

procedure RPT

begin heading .- request for repetition;

nr. subscr .. - subscriber number;

info one := don't care; /* only the subscriber number is needed */

info two .- don't care;

send to local exchange;

end (RPT)

-0-0-

The procedure SSTLX is called when a change in subscriber state and/or

signalling has to be send to the local exchange.

procedure SSTLX

begin heading .- change in subscr. state;

nr. subscr .. - subscriber number;

info one .- subscr. state;

info two .- time slot number; /* that has to be used */

send to local exchange;

end (SSTLX)

-0-0-

For updating the routing memories procedure ITRM is called.

procedure ITRM

begin wait until routing memory is ready;

send subscriber number to routing memory;

send time slot number to routing memory;

send demand for updating to routing memory;

end (I TRM)

-0-0-
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3.4. Future developments

As mentioned before (section 3.1.) all processors that will be used

in future are 8080's. These processors are provided with an interrupt

system. It will be possible then to use interrupts in the main pro

grams. In the local exchange these interrupts can be used for the

processing of information from the main exchange: IFMX, the scanning

information: SCAN, the dial information receiving: DIR and the timing

control: TICON. In the main exchange the interrupts can be used to

process the information from the local,exchanges immediately after

receiving.

When interrupts are used the processor will have more time to do

other jobs. An improvement of the subscriber services might be some

of them.

will now give examples of improvements of the subscriber services.

= call transfer; during the transfer there is music or a pre-recorded

message

= completion of calls to busy subscribers; repeated dialling

= ca 11 book i ng towards an absent subscdber; in the exchange or at

the called subscriber set (red light)

= party call

= abbreviated dialling

= coded ringing; special ca 11 , more than one set in a room, etc.

= number not connected to a special set; if the subscriber goes to

another place and he informs the exchange about this, he wi 11 be

called on that place

= data communication with another subscriber or a bank (bankaccount)

= " wa ke- upl' call service; the exchange calls a subscriber at a preset

time

= co 11ec t ca 11

= automatic time / weather report

= dialling-in and after a notified time connection with the operator

= scrambling; continuous changing of the used time slot

= absence-tone and eventualy automatic transfer to a central

answering service

= do-not-disturb tone

= there-is-a-call-waiting tone

= automatic announcement on call duration and charge
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= emergency call service; priority over other calls even in the case

of congestion

= calling number indication

= malicious call tracing

= automatic toll-call restriction; only local calls are allowed

= automatic traffic and statistical data collection

= trouble report

For quick maintenance it is advisable to connect a video-display-unit

(and printer) to the processor in the main exchange. Then it will be

possible to control or change the system directly.

In the time that I graduated some other additions to the network were

made: Mr. H. Kockelmans started a sub-project: one local exchange has

to be made with a loop to which all the subscribers are connected, so

all the subscribers use the same four-wire connection with the local

exchange (report nr. ECB 674). Mr. L. Schuurmans and mr. J. Vieyra

Serrano proceded this sub-project with a complete analogue and a

complete digital system respectively.

Another sub-project was started by mr. W. van de Berg who had to make

a PCM-coder and -decoder and place these between the local exchange

and the main exchange. Mr. J. Gerritsen made an interface between the

described exchange and the PTT network.
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4. The Cross-talk

4.1. The reduction

The main advantage of the described network is the reduction of

cross-talk that can be achieved. Because of this reduction the

network can be used for analogue signals.

The reduction of cross-talk is mainly achieved in the following

three ways:

A. As mentioned before in chapter 1, a reduction is achieved by

grounding the bus-bars in the V-direction (see figure 1).

A bus-bar is grounded when the bar is not selected for trans

mission. In this way a reduction of cross-talk is achieved in

the same time slot at the crosspoints.

B. Another way of reduction occurs by using PAM-pulses with a

duty-cycle of 50%. During the idle moments between the pulses

all bus-bars are grounded. This means that the cross-talk

occuring between two successive PAM-pulses is reduced.

C. Reduction is also achieved by using a special lay-out on the

printed-circuit-boards containing the crosspoint switches,

see figure 10. With this kind of lay-out it is also possible

to adjust the impedance of the signal lines to a desired

value, 600 Ohm, in order to prevent reflections on the lines,

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. The lay-out reduces the cross-talk between

the signal lines.

4.2. The results

With no other corrections in the network I have measured the cross

talk. First two connections between two pairs of subscribers are

made, then on one connection a subscriber is exchanged for an

oscillator, callibrated on a level of 0 dBm. On the other connection

I have measured the cross-talk at both sides. The result of these

measurements is shown in figure 11. Here a comparison is made with

the recommendations of the Dutch PTT.
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5. Conclusions

The described exchange is an all-electronic exchange based on TOM

and SOM switching. The main advantage of this exchange is that it

can be used for analogue signals, this because the cross-talk is

less than -70 dB. With a simple modification the exchange is also

capable of transmitting digital signals.

The network in this exchange is a four-stage, non-blocking network.

It is a " rea l time" network because there is no storage of speech

information in the transmission path.

The subscriber-loop-supervision needs nearly no extra equipment.

The first and fourth stage can be used as local exchange. Here we

find the concentration and expansion.

With a sampling frequency of 16 kHz the low-pass filters needed for

demodulation are very simple. There are 64 time slots per frame,

this means that the speed of switching the crosspoints is relatively

low: 1024 kHz. Only 32 time slots are used for transmission in order

to get a non-blocking system.

With a reductionfactor r = 4 the number of switches per subscriber

is: C' = 2 + 2/(32t .4) + 1/4 = 2.338. Even in this case this number

comes close to the theoretical minimum of 2.
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Appendix

The application of the Fourier transform

The used method of fulse-Amplitude-!:1odulation is generally called:

top-sampling or exact-scanning.

We have an in amplitude and frequency, n, limited function fn(t).

Sampling this function at times nT (or scanning with frequency Wo = ~~),

means multiply the function with 1 during a short period around those

times: p (t-nT).,
The sampled function is now:

00

f (t) = f~(t).I P (t-nT)s ~, ,
n=-oo

,
The Fourier transform gives the frequency spectrum:

00 sin nw .,/2
F (w) = -T'.I F~(w-nw). 0 /2s ~,o nw.,

n=-oo 0

If we choose, small enough: nw .,/2 « 1 then:
o

00

Fs(w) = Y·I Fn(w-nwo)
n=-oo

Demodulation with a low-pass filter, Pn(w), gives:

or i nthe time:

F(w) = Fs(w) .Pn(w) = y.Fn(w)

f(t) = y.fn(t}

The loss due to the modulation and demodulation is now:

,
r= time slot duration

frame duration
= ---.,.....:...f..:....r..:;.am.;.;.e~f;,...;r...:e=-=g1,..;;u;.;;;e....:...n.;.;.c..L.y_

time slot frequency

A.PAPOllLIS (1962), R.BRACEWELL (1965).
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